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Collaborative learning
Education centralization
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Learning has practiced interaction between teachers and students for a long perio. This
collaboration has really shown need for improvement to accomplish even further outcomes.
ICOREHUB is trying to take this collaboration nature of learning to higher level of international
participation.
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Team: ICOREHUB

Members roles and background
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I have developed the project alone so far. Am willing to bring the product out in a collaborative
and partnership environment and make it spread its roots across all parts of the society.
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Contact details

jacksonelemasterkey@gmail.com

Solution Details
Solution description
Learning has practiced interaction between teachers and students for a long period now. This
collaboration has really shown need for improvement to accomplish even further outcomes. In my
solution, icorehub is trying to take this collaboration nature of learning to higher level of
international participation.

Solution context
Learning need a vast sources of learning materials. Although learning institutions have worked hard
to accomplish this goal. There is still a huge field which have been exploited just a small tip of it’s
rich ecosystem, Big Data and internet. A good internet based way of learning is in it’s young stages
while it holds a lot of potential which need to be exploited.
Conventional learning also need to be flexible enough to flow with the ever growing ecosystem.

Solution target group
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Icorehub is targeting all the education ecosystem. Giving students with additional tools and an
extensive source of knowledge.

Teacher will also have an easy way of teaching.
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Students will acquire new skills by learning from one another. Giving students the power to be
global learners equips them with a wide rage of skills which is exactly what is needed at the job
market
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Companies and institutions who employ this graduates will experience a deliverance of services and
goods because of their skilled employees.

Solution impact
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Icorehub will impact every part of the society. Student will have their hands on global communities
hence having a global mindset in everything they learn. This will give the nation employing this
practices an advantage of delivering global products and exploiting global markets like never before.
A well educated society will have I vast well running economy.
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Solution tweet text

Creating a global learning platform will not only benefit the party implementing the platform but it
will also increase the rate of human civilization growth.
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Solution innovativeness

The goal my project is trying to accomplish has been attempted by many parties although through
other sectors of the society like social media hence delivering less impact as intended due to lack of
focus. Creating a learning platform as big as the largest social networks is what the education
needs.

Solution transferability
A global society of education maintained with a high integrity and focus will impact directly in the
startup world.
Startups naturally emerges from a wide and collaborative human activities. This is due to mixture of
idea across different mindsets. This means that a global education palatiform will lead to the same
with time.

Solution sustainability
Once the first platform development phase is completed. I predict a high rate of adoption and a
booming great and rich future as the platform develop a perpetual ecosystem around itself.

Solution team work
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I have developed the project alone so far. Am willing to bring the product out in a collaborative and
partnership environment and make it spread its roots across all parts of the society.

